
2011 Buckingham Pond Conservancy Priorities Exercise 

The goal:  Get a quick idea about what the membership views as important to inform the thinking of the 

board and committees about how to set priorities for the next year.  This is not a strict vote.  There are 

many factors to consider and the board will work to balance those factors. 

The dots:   You have 5 orange dots and 3 green dots.   Orange dots indicate you like an idea.  Green dots 

indicate that you would personally commit to working on this idea.  

The task:  Review the ideas below.   Place your dots at the corresponding posters placed around the 

room.  You may place as many dots as you like at any poster.  If you really like an idea, you can place all 

your orange dots there.   You don’t have to use all your dots unless you want to.  If there are ideas you 

think are critical that are not reflected here.  Write them on the “You missed this” poster. 

Estimated Cost 

$ =  Less than $100 

$$ =  $100 - $500 

$$$ = $500 - $1000 

$$$$ = Well over $1,000 and up. 

Estimated Volunteer Effort 

� =  Short term effort to plan and implement 

�� = Some effort to plan, implementation can be 

completed with limited volunteer effort. 

��� = Sustained commitment to plan, and/or more 

extensive volunteer effort for implementation 

1. Water Quality Improvement Plan   $$$$ ��������  

Hire an engineering consultant to develop a water quality improvement plan.   We would expect this 

would include suggestions for landscaping, aeration, perhaps dredging or other engineering solutions, as 

well as neighborhood education efforts.   

2. Landscape Master Plan $$$$ �������� 

Hire a landscape engineer to develop a master plan for the park.  This would include improvements to 

the playground, trail, trees and shrubs, etc.  We would expect the plan to include specific 

recommendations for ongoing maintenance and care of the park.  We would expect the landscape 

architect to incorporate suggestions for controlling runoff and improving water quality. 

3. Plant Native Species to Filter Runoff $ ���� 

Plant native species along the pond edge including especially cattails.  Native species at the pond’s edge 

should assist in filtering runoff water and improve water quality. 

4. Work towards eliminating invasive species. $ ������������   

Several native species, especially purple loosestrife, bittersweet and phragmites are out-competing our 

native plants. These native plants should be filtering the water and providing habitat for native wild 

animals.  By eliminating these invasive species, we should see an increase in native species and 

improved water quality.  This would require regular work by volunteers to identify and eliminate plants. 

5. Plant and Maintain Flower Gardens. $  - $$$ ���� 

Due to previous work by the BPC, with support from the City, the park has had spring bulbs and summer 

flowers near the playground, in the cement containers near the stilling pond, and in the perennial 

garden at the foot of Lenox on the north side.  To date this has been done with volunteer labor and 

contributions of bulbs and plants from the City, although we don’t know how long the City budget will 

support these efforts in these tight budget years. 



6. Improve the Wildflower Meadow $$ �������� 

About ten years ago, the City created a wildflower meadow on the south side of the park along Raft’s 

Way.  Over the years this has been allowed to grow out, and fewer wildflowers return each year.  This 

activity would be to research wildflower meadows, re-seed this area and work with the City to improve 

mowing and management practices to ensure that the wildflowers were retained. 

7. Maintain and Improve Trails and Nature Walks $$ �������� 

The pond trail system includes not only the main trail, but also several smaller trails along the south side 

of the pond and into the woods on the west side.   This activity would be to work to ensure that the 

main trail was in excellent shape and consider whether to make improvements to any of the side trails.  

We would work with the City to access their resources wherever possible. 

8. Community Building Events $ �������� 

Our Skating Party on February 13th turned out about 75 people to enjoy the pond.  This sort of event 

strengthens people’s commitment to the pond and helps spread the word about BPC.  This activity 

would be to plan and implement summer and winter parties and other community events to create a 

stronger sense of community around the pond.    These events can also become fundraisers for BPC. 

9. Routine Clean Ups & Work Days $ ���� 

BPC has typically scheduled two routine cleanups each year, fall and spring.  This activity would be to 

continue these clean ups.  Typically volunteers pick up trash and work on one or two other maintenance 

projects such as re-mulching the playground, planting bulbs and the like. 

10. Community Education about Water Quality $$$ ������������ 

As discussed in our Siena student’s report, actions of community members around lawn care, 

landscaping, car washing, storm drains and the like contributes to water quality issues at the pond.  This 

activity would be to research education efforts in other communities and implement an education 

project in our watershed.  Grants could be available to reduce the cost. 

11. Storm Drain Stenciling $$$ ������������ 

As discussed in the Siena report, stenciled signs at each storm drain would remind people that what 

they put in the drain ends up in the pond.  We would work with the City to develop a plan for this effort.  

After consulting with the City, we would develop the stencil, perhaps through a contest, or in association 

with a graphic arts class at a local college and then apply the stencil at each storm drain.   

12. Collect and Document the Pond’s History $$ ������������ 

This activity would be to continue the efforts to document the Pond’s history by collecting information, 

interpreting and organizing it and publishing it in print or web form. This could also include organizing an 

oral history project. 

13. Work on traffic safety issues $ ��������  

This activity would be to prioritize concerns by park users about traffic safety issues such as cross walks, 

parking lot safety, etc.  We would coordinate with the City departments of Traffic Safety and Engineering 

to understand requirements and constraints and implement appropriate changes. 

14. Work on improving playground equipment $ �������� 

This activity would be to define our preferences regarding playground equipment.  We would coordinate 

with the City department of Recreation to understand requirements and constraints on playground 

design and implement appropriate changes. 


